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Overview

The Procurve Wireless Edge Services xl Module contains an sFlow agent. The sFlow agent samples traffic, treating the traffic that arrives on each adopted RP radio as a separate flow. In other words, the module’s sFlow agent monitors each radio much as a switch might monitor each physical interface.

The sFlow agent forwards traffic information to an sFlow collector. Another term for an sFlow collector is an sFlow receiver. For the rest of this chapter, this guide will use the term “sFlow receiver.”

The agent can create six separate instances for each flow, and forward the information for each instance to a different sFlow receiver.

The Wireless Edge Services xl Module supports the two sampling mechanisms of sFlow, which are designed to work together to produce an accurate picture of network traffic:
- flow sampling
- counter polling

An advantage of the module’s sFlow capabilities is that the picture not only details how much traffic radios handle, but also the types of traffic and the devices that generate it.

Flow Sampling by the sFlow Agent

Traffic analysis techniques differ in the way that agents collect and process traffic. Some techniques have the agent copy all traffic to the receiver, but this strategy can create prohibitive overhead. With other techniques, the agent groups traffic into flows, summarizes information about each flow, and sends the summary to the collector. However, this approach requires the agent to inspect all traffic and consumes significant resources within the agent.

The sFlow technology, rather than requiring the agent to inspect every packet that passes through, uses sample-based profiling. That is, the agent inspects approximately every “nth” packet from each data source available to sFlow. The sampling algorithm is designed to give a high certainty that the sampled traffic mirrors the total traffic within a small margin of error.
On the Wireless Edge Services xl Module, data sources are RP radios, and “n,” the packet sampling rate, is configurable per-radio and sampling instance (up to six per radio). In other words, the module orders radios to send approximately every “nth” packet to the module’s sFlow agent to be sampled, packaged, and sent to the sFlow receiver or receivers.

**Note**

Only 802.11 data frames are sampled. The sFlow agent does not sample management and control frames such as beacons.

The sFlow agent packages samples into small datagrams which include, among other information:
- sampled packets’ headers
  The agent decrypts an encrypted header before sampling it.
- sampled packets’ inbound or outbound interface
  For a wireless network, the inbound interface is the radio.
- information about the how sampled packets are being forwarded

The extra information in the datagram helps an sFlow receiver to create a detailed, as well as accurate and up-to-date, picture of network activity. An advantage of sFlow is that datagrams are nonetheless compact and do not require a large amount of network bandwidth. The sampled packets are approximately 7 percent of the original packet size, and several samples can fit in a single datagram. The same datagrams that include packet samples can also include counters reported by polled radios (see “Counter Polling by the sFlow Agent” on page 14-3). Since only some packets are sampled, sFlow creates very little overhead. For example, if you set the sampling rate to one packet in 100, flow sampling only adds about .7 percent overhead.

The module uses datagram version 5, and the default datagram size is 1400 bytes. (The size is configurable although you should usually accept the default. See “Manually Configuring sFlow Receiver Instances Using the Web Browser Interface” on page 14-8 for more information.)

**Counter Polling by the sFlow Agent**

In addition to sampling approximately every “nth” packet, the Wireless Edge Services xl Module’s sFlow agent can sample the counters tracked by radios. These counters include traffic statistics such as the number of inbound frames, outbound frames, and retransmitted frames.
Counter polling works with flow sampling to create a more comprehensive picture of network traffic. The counters for total traffic supplement the more detailed information collected for samples.

The sFlow agent obtains the counters by periodically polling radios. The agent polls radios as needed to fill datagrams most efficiently. However, you can configure the maximum time that can elapse before a radio must be polled.

**sFlow Receiver**

The sFlow receiver, which receives samples from agents all over the network, combines and analyzes the samples to produce a picture of network activity. This picture can be quite detailed. For example, the sFlow receiver can determine not only how much traffic the Wireless Edge Services xl Module’s RP radios are handling, but also which devices are contributing to that traffic—and which are contributing most.

Capabilities vary among sFlow receivers; some uses for sFlow include:

- establishing a baseline picture of network activity against which later activity can be compared and analyzed for signs of security breaches
- monitoring congestion and other Quality of Service (QoS) issues
- auditing and billing for network usage
- finding and diagnosing network problems

An sFlow receiver can effectively monitor a large network because sFlow’s sampling techniques extract only the necessary data from the traffic streams on each data source, consuming minimal device and network resources in the process. This approach shifts the burden of data manipulation and analysis from the sFlow agent to the sFlow receiver. In addition, the receiver can generate an accurate picture of network traffic even when agents sample a relatively small percentage of traffic.

An example of an sFlow receiver is ProCurve Manager Plus (PCM Plus).

**Configuring sFlow Receiver Instances**

As described above, an sFlow agent forwards datagrams to an sFlow receiver. Each relationship between an agent and a receiver is called a receiver instance. Often the receiver uses the SNMP protocol to contact the agent, reserve a receiver instance, a configure sFlow. Alternatively, receiver instances can be set up on the agent itself.
The Wireless Edge Services xl Module can accommodate up to six sFlow receivers. The module's receiver instances can be configured in one of three ways:

1. The sFlow receiver contacts the module's agent and uses SNMP to reserve and configure a receiver instance (only instances 4, 5, and 6).

   The sFlow receiver reserves the instance by writing its owner string into that instance on the sFlow receiver table. The receiver also configures a receiver timeout value for itself. The agent counts down the receiver timeout; when the timeout nears expiration, the sFlow receiver can reset the timeout to a higher value if it wants to retain control of the instance. But if the receiver no longer needs samples from the agent, it allows the timeout to expire. The agent erases the sFlow receiver's owner string and allows another sFlow receiver to claim the instance.

   When the sFlow receiver reserves a receiver instance, it also configures one or both of two types of sFlow instances. One type allows the receiver to receive flow samples, and the other allows it to receive counters from polled radios.

   When an sFlow receiver automatically configures sFlow, all settings are controlled through the sFlow receiver's management software, including settings for flow sampling rates and counter polling intervals.

   You must ensure that the sFlow receiver can contact the Wireless Edge Services xl Module via SNMP, but you do not need to complete any steps to set up sFlow. (See “SNMP Support” on page 2-24 of Chapter 2: Configuring the ProCurve Wireless Edge Services xl Module.)

2. You configure the instance manually through the command line interface (CLI).

   Use this (or the next) option when the sFlow receiver cannot configure the receiver instance itself. You might also choose this option for increased security. You control to which sFlow receivers the Wireless Edge Services xl Module forwards datagrams.


3. You configure the instance manually through the Web browser interface (only instances 4, 5, and 6).

   As with the CLI option, use this option when the sFlow receiver cannot configure the receiver instance itself or when you want more control.
You must specify all settings, including the sFlow receiver’s IP address and port, as well as owner string and timeout. To enable packet sampling or counter polling, you must configure an available sFlow instance of the appropriate type. Then match the instance to the receiver instance.

This chapter focuses on configuring sFlow manually through the Web browser interface.
Configuring sFlow Using the Web Browser Interface

The Wireless Edge Services xl Module’s sFlow agent is enabled by default. If your sFlow receiver (sometimes called an sFlow collector) can control the agent through SNMP, you do not need to configure the module further.

You can check the module’s sFlow agent and verify that it is compatible with your sFlow receiver’s SNMP capabilities. Select Special Features > sFlow > Agent.

![Figure 14-1. Special Features > sFlow > Agent Screen](image_url)
In order to manage an sFlow agent, an sFlow receiver must know how the agent implements sFlow. The screen displays this information about the agent:

- **sFlow MIB Version**—the agent’s MIB version. The MIB specifies how the agent extracts and bundles sampled data, and the sFlow receiver must support the agent’s MIB. The Wireless Edge Services xl Module’s MIB version is 1.3, so your sFlow collector’s version must also be at least 1.3.

- **Organization**—HP. The sFlow receiver must also know the organization to identify the implementation of sFlow on this agent.

- **Revision**—the Wireless Edge Services xl Module’s current software image.

- **Address Type**—the protocol version for IP addresses.

- **Address**—the Wireless Edge Services xl Module’s management IP address. You should always configure a static address on the management interface when implementing sFlow.

If your sFlow receiver cannot configure the Wireless Edge Services xl Module’s sFlow agent, you must configure sFlow manually. Complete the following tasks to configure the Wireless Edge Services xl Module to act as an sFlow agent:

1. Configure up to three sFlow receiver instances through the Web browser interface.
   
   From the CLI, you can configure three more sFlow receiver instances.

2. Configure flow sampling instances for RP radios:
   a. To control where the agent sends this radio’s samples, match the flow sampling instances to receiver instances.
   b. Specify how frequently radios sample packets.

3. Configure counter polling instances for RP radios:
   a. To control where the agent sends this radio’s counters, match the counter polling instances to receiver instances.
   b. Specify how frequently radios are polled for the counters.

**Manually Configuring sFlow Receiver Instances Using the Web Browser Interface**

The Wireless Edge Services xl Module can forward sFlow datagrams to up to six sFlow receivers. For example, it could report to a PCM Plus server, to an Intrusion Detection System/Intrusion Prevention System (IDS/IPS), and to a server running a billing application.
Each receiver has its own receiver instance. Many receivers can configure the instance automatically. If you decide to configure instances manually, you can configure three receiver instances (1, 2, and 3) only through the CLI. (See Appendix A: ProCurve Wireless Services xT Module Command Line Reference.) The other receiver instances (4, 5, and 6), you can configure through the Web browser interface.

When you specify the receiver manually, you must configure a variety of settings that the sFlow receiver would otherwise configure itself. These settings include not only the receiver’s IP address and port, but also how the module’s sFlow agent packages the samples.

Follow these steps:
1. Select Special Features > sFlow and select the Receiver tab.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Owner</th>
<th>802.11 Map</th>
<th>Time Out</th>
<th>Maximum Datagram Size</th>
<th>Receiver Address Type</th>
<th>Receiver Address</th>
<th>Receiver Port</th>
<th>Datagram Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Changed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>IPv4</td>
<td>0.0.0.0</td>
<td>6343</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Changed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>IPv4</td>
<td>0.0.0.0</td>
<td>6343</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Changed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>IPv4</td>
<td>0.0.0.0</td>
<td>6343</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14-2. Special Features > sFlow > Receiver Screen

2. The three receiver instances available for configuration through the Web browser interface are listed by index number (4, 5, and 6). Highlight one of the instances.

3. Click the Edit button. The Receiver Configuration screen is displayed.
4. In the **Owner** field, enter a string to identify the sFlow receiver.

5. In the **Time Out** field, specify a value in seconds from 1 to 999999999 (roughly 31 years).

   The timeout reserves this receiver instance for the specified receiver for the set amount of time. Generally, when you configure an sFlow receiver instance manually, you should set the timeout very high (to days or weeks). All settings in the instance are erased when the timeout expires, and you do not want to reconfigure the instance frequently.

   Always set a timeout. If you attempt set the timeout field to 0, your settings are immediately lost.

6. In the **Maximum Datagram Size** field, enter the maximum size of an sFlow datagram in bytes.

   The valid range is from 800 to 1400 bytes, and the default is 1400. The primary reason to lower the size would be that devices between the Wireless Edge Services xl Module have low MTUs, but you do not want them to fragment the datagram.

7. In the **Receiver Address** field, enter the sFlow receiver’s IP address.

8. In the **Receiver Port** field, accept the default port (6343) or enter the UDP port used by this receiver.

   The valid range is from 1 to 65535.
9. From the 802.11 Map drop-down menu, choose how the module’s sFlow agent creates the sample.

The default setting is Unchanged; the module creates the sample as specified by the 802.11 extensions to sFlow. For example, it includes the 802.11 header.

If your sFlow receiver does not support the 802.11 extension, select Convert to Ethernet from the drop-down menu. The module’s sFlow agent then packages 802.11 samples to appear as Ethernet samples.

Note that some receivers, such as PCM Plus, automatically set this option to match their capabilities.

10. Click the OK button.

The value in the Time Out field begins to decrement immediately. When the timeout reaches zero, the Wireless Edge Services xl Module erases the Owner and Receiver Address fields and returns all other fields to their default settings. Set the Time Out value high enough that the module can implement sFlow without frequent reconfiguration.

Manually Activating Flow Sampling

The Wireless Edge Services xl Module’s sFlow agent creates six separate sampling instances for each of its adopted RP radios. By default, however, flow sampling is disabled on all instances.

To view the configuration for flow sampling, select Special Features > sFlow and select the Flow Sampling tab.

The screen lists every radio adopted by this module. The Data Source column lists each radio’s index number and name. As you can see in Figure 14-4, each radio is listed three times: once for each of the three flow sampling sFlow instances that are available for configuration through the Web browser interface. At factory defaults, the sampling instances have not been mapped to receiver instances and the sampling rate is 0—in other words, flow sampling is disabled.
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The Wireless Edge Services xl Module's sFlow agent begins sampling a flow when either of two conditions are met:

- An sFlow receiver contacts the module's sFlow agent and claims an open flow sampling instance (the Receiver Instance column displays 0). In this case, the receiver configures the sampling rate.
- You map the flow sampling sFlow instance to a manually configured receiver instance. In this case, you set the sampling rate.

Follow these steps to enable flow sampling:

1. Select Special Features > sFlow and select the Flow Sampling tab.
2. Select one of the sFlow instances on the radio for which you want to sample the traffic.
3. Click the Edit button. The Flow Sampling Configuration screen is displayed. This screen displays the radio in question in the Data Source field. The sFlow Instance field indicates which of the six instances for this radio you are configuring. (You cannot alter the number for the sFlow instance. To configure a different instance number, return to the main screen and select that instance instead.)
4. From the **Receiver Instance** drop-down menu, choose the receiver index number associated with the sFlow receiver to which the module should send the samples.

To easily track which settings apply to a specific sFlow collector, match the sFlow instance number to the receiver instance number. However, matching the numbers is not mandatory. Although you can choose one and only receiver for each flow, you can map multiple flows, even on the same radio, to the same receiver. For example, you could map different sFlow instances to the same receiver, but choose a different sampling rate for the flows.

5. Enter a value between 50 and 65535 in the **Packet Sampling Rate** field.

The value determines how often the radio sends the sFlow agent a packet to be sampled. In other words, the radio sends every “nth” packet, and “n” is the value entered in the **Packet Sampling Rate** field. For example, if you enter 100, the radio sends one percent of the packets to be sampled.

The accuracy of a sample increases as the absolute number of samples increases. One general guideline is to set the rate so that the radio sends about one sample per second. To determine the necessary rate, consider roughly how much traffic the radio typically handles. For example, if the radio handles about 1000 packets a second, you can set the rate to 1000. On the other hand, if the radio, on average, handles only 100 packets a second, it must sample traffic more frequently to achieve the same accuracy; set the rate to 100.
Of course, the activity on a radio changes over time, so there are no absolute rules for determining the best sampling rate.

6. Optionally, alter the value in the **Maximum Header Size** field to set the amount of data (in bytes) included in a sample.

   The module samples the specified number of bytes. For example, if you set the **Maximum Header Size** to 100, the module places the first 100 bytes of every sampled frame in a datagram. The value should match the size of the frame and packet header so that the entire header is forwarded. The valid range is from 100 to 128 bytes, and the default is 128.

7. Click the **OK** button.

8. Click the **Save** link to copy the configuration to the startup-config.

**Manually Activating Counter Polling**

In addition to sampling specific packets, an sFlow agent can gather statistics about overall traffic flow, including:

- the number of inbound packets
- the number of outbound packets
- the number of retransmission attempts
- the number of transmission failures
- the number of packet errors

The agent periodically polls its data sources for these statistics; for the Wireless Edge Services xl Module, the data sources are its RP radios.

The module maintains six separate counter polling (sFlow) instances for each radio. You can view the three configurable from the Web browser interface in the **Special Features > sFlow > Counter Polling** screen.
The separate instances allow the agent to report counters to up to six sFlow receivers. By default, counter polling is disabled: the instances are not mapped to receivers and the polling interval is set to 0.

The sFlow agent begins polling radios when either of the following occurs:

- An sFlow receiver contacts the module's sFlow agent and claims an available counter polling sFlow instance. (An instance is available if the receiver instance is set to 0.) The receiver controls the configuration and sets the polling interval.
- You manually set a polling interval greater than 0 in a counter polling sFlow instance. You also associate the polling sFlow instance with a manually configured sFlow receiver instance.

To manually activate counter polling on a radio, follow these steps:

1. Select Special Features > sFlow and select the Counter Polling tab.
2. Select one of the instances on the radio that you want to poll.
3. Click the **Edit** button. The **Counter Polling Configuration** screen is displayed.

   For the **Data Source**, the screen displays the index and name of the radio that the module's agent polls. The **sFlow Instance** shows which of the six instances you are currently configuring.

4. Select 4, 5, or 6 from the **Receiver Instance** drop-down menu.

   The Wireless Edge Services xl Module's sFlow agent sends the counters for this radio to the sFlow collector associated with the selected instance.

   You can map this sFlow instance to any receiver instance, even if that receiver is already mapped to another instance on this radio.

5. Enter a value between 20 and 65535 in the **Interval** field. This is the maximum length, in seconds, between polls on this radio.

   A lower value mandates more frequent polling. As always, balance the greater accuracy offered by frequent polling with the extra overhead.

6. Click the **OK** button.

7. Click the **Save** link to copy the configuration to the startup-config.